HAPPY SPRING SEMESTER!

During the spring semester, we will be focusing each month’s newsletter on the work of one of our GP workgroups. This month’s focus is on CAPs.

During Professional Development Day, Debbie Klein (one of our CAPs co-leads) and Scott Sandler (one of our talented English faculty and the Academic Senate’s Representative At-Large) led a conversation exploring the ways different disciplines can work together, within a CAP, to better serve students. The feedback they received during this session inspired a series of spring workshops. Specifically:

- On March 21st, at the Department Chairs meeting, we will be showcasing the STEM CAP, as a way to start the conversation around what is possible within a CAP.
- In April we will be hosting a CAPs x Career Exploration workshop.
- In May we will be hosting a session around ways we can align CAPs and program maps.

Debbie Klein and Jennifer Nari, our CAPs co-leads, are always open to your ideas and suggestions. Please reach out to Debbie (dklein@gavilan.edu) or Jen (jnari@gavilan.edu) with your feedback and ideas.